TRANSFORM WALLS INTO USEFUL SPACE WITH EXHIBIT.
EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION
ACORN LAMINATE TV INSERT AND SHELF INSERTS, SATIN NICKEL METALLIC RAILS
WAVEWORKS® CONFERENCE TABLE ACORN LAMINATE
LAVORO™ CONFERENCE SEATING N30HU8SSN, NATIONAL SILICA CUMULUS

EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION
MARKER BOARD INSERTS, PLATINUM METALLIC RAILS
STRASSA™ COLLABORATIVE TABLES FROSTY WHITE AND MOUSE LAMINATES
CINCH® BARSTOOLS N45CP, LIME AND MARSHMALLOW
Enhance your environment by evolving the way you look at walls. Exhibit removes barriers and transforms walls into purposeful and useful space. By offering a variety of solutions for all workplace, collaborative, and social environments, Exhibit maximizes the productivity of wall surfaces. Exhibit’s efficient use of wall space and various inserts, such as slat walls with work tools, marker boards, tack boards, and shelf inserts allow vertical surfaces to transform into functional design elements.

Exhibit supports worksurfaces and overhead storage units anywhere along the rail. Pair Exhibit with WaveWorks and Epic surfaces and storage to create a seamless space. Exhibit rails, tack boards, and marker boards can be field scribed to create a custom fit without the custom price. Exhibit’s applications are endless.
EXHIBIT™ WALL RAIL SOLUTION
REPETITION WHITE TACK BOARD INSERTS, PLATINUM METALLIC SLAT WALL AND RAILS
EPIC® CASEGOODS ACORN, DESIGNER WHITE, AND CLOUD LAMINATES
AURORA™ EXECUTIVE SEATING N65BBP, MAHARAM WATERBORN 753
ORGANIZER SHELF INSERTS

AVAILABLE IN WOOD AND LAMINATE WITH CONTRASTING SHELF OPTION

MARKER BOARD INSERTS

INSERTS ARE AVAILABLE IN WHITE

TV MOUNT INSERTS

AVAILABLE IN WOOD, LAMINATE, AND PACT, REPETITION, DUNE, AND COM TACK BOARD FABRICS

WALL RAILS

462 CINDER
501 PLATINUM METALLIC
503 SATIN NICKEL METALLIC
SLAT WALL INSERTS

Support work tools and slat wall mount monitor arm available in cinder, platinum metallic, and satin nickel metallic.

TACK BOARD INSERTS

Available in pact, repetition, dune, and com tack board fabrics.
SOME SEE A WALL, EXHIBIT SEES A BLANK CANVAS.

WALL TO WALL FLEXIBILITY.

No matter your budget or location, Exhibit offers the flexibility to accommodate. This simple wall rail solution transforms walls into usable space for private offices, collaborative areas, conference rooms, and learning spaces. Add marker board and tack board inserts to increase productivity. Create a storage solution by adding shelf inserts. Hang worksurfaces and storage units to build workstations and maximize space. Revolutionize the way you use walls with Exhibit.